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Tardigrades became famous in Japan partly due to television coverage of the experiment that demonstrated the resilience of tardigrades in outer 
space (Horikawa et al. 2012). At the University of Tokyo Integrated Human Science program, we have selected tardigrades as a theme for 
introducing  field and experimental biology to students coming from non-science majors. The field biology class consisted of sampling moss on 
campus and comparing wild tardigrades to three known species. During the experimental biology session, students had to measure the recovery of 
Ramazzottius varieornatus  subjected to several damaging conditions such as electron beam, microwave, and/or vacuum. At the same time, students 
were exposed to several types of microscopes and learned the difference between: stereo- and optical microscope, confocal laser scanning 
microscope (LSM) and scanning electronic microscope (SEM), as well as the principles underlying basic experimental biology. The students were 
brought to think about the meaning and limitations of their experiment as well as ways to convey scientific knowledge in the media. Tardigrades 
capture the imagination of many people and have the potential to contribute to science outreach in people of all ages and backgrounds.

Part I ~ Fieldwork to identify tardigrades in moss collected on campus

Part II ~ Measuring the recovery rate of Ramazzottius varieornatus & using different types of microscopes
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The students were given 15 minutes to independently gather moss or lichen from all over the campus. Volvic water was added in a Petri dish to each  
sample. After soaking for > 60 minutes, the moss, lichen, or tree bark was vigorously shaked using tweezers and most of it was transferred to the lid. 
Tardigrades were looked for in the remaining water under a brightfield or stereomicroscope.

Six tardigrades were found at location (2). They were relatively small and the contents of their digestive system were clearly visible. Its appearance 
and size was similar to Hypsibius dujardini that was available in the lab for comparison. We speculate that it is herbivorous.

Two tardigrades were found at location (7). They seemed bigger than in (2) with visible body segments and a long mouth tract. Unlike Ramazzottius 
varieornatus, it did not have a brown coloration. After isolating one specimen on an agar plate in Volvic water and feeding it chlorella, its insides 
appeared slightly greener (not shown) and it was walking energetically around the plate more than a week after collection.
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Available dessicated R. varieornatus (gift from Kunieda lab) were exposed to various types of stress, separately or in combination. The 
microwave setting was 500W, and some specimens were also exposed to vacuum and an electron beam of 1keV during observation with 
a Keyence VE-8800 scanning electron microscope (SEM). In the left panel, we can see that exposure to 500W microwaves does not 
significantly alter the general appearance of the tun.
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After exposing to microwave and/or 
vacuum+electron beam using the SEM, 
Volvic water was added to each sample 
and a time lapse video was taken with 
an automated stereo-microscope (Carl 
Zeiss Axio Zoom). The left panel shows 
a detail of the results to explain how 
we estimated the recovery rate. 
Tardigrades that did not move from 
their original position, as well as those 
that stopped moving within the time 
frame of the video (12 minutes) were 
counted as dead. Since we did not 
check the viability and ability to 
reproduce, this data simply represents 
the recovery rate at 12 minutes.
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Part III ~ Reconstructing 3D models of Acutuncus antarcticus using optical and electron microscopes (in preparation)

A. antarcticus was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde-PBS pH7.4 
(20 min), 2.5% glutaraldehyde (40 min) and sonicated. 
Specimens were stained with Hoechst and hybridised with 
mouse monoclonal primary antibodies against the muscle 
protein α-actinin. The secondary antibody was goat anti-
mouse conjugated with Alexa488. The fixation and staining 
was carried out according to Zantke et al. 2008.            ⇒

A. antarticus were collected in warm 70% ethanol, 
fixated successively in Bouin’s and modified Karnovsky’s 
solutions, and dried up with increasing concentrations 
of ethanol. The specimens were then freezed at 4℃ in 
tert-butanol, which was then sublimated by a freeze-
drying procedure and observed by SEM. The protocol 
was by Higashiyama & Arakawa (unpublished).          ⇒

The Keyence VE-8800 scanning electron microscope  
(SEM) comes with a 3D surface visualisation option. The 
surface is rendered by taking two pictures before and after 
tilting the sample by 5º. To test this option, we used a tun 
of R. varieornatus which does not need any treatment prior 
to SEM.

Unfortunately, the Keyence software does not allow to 
output a 3D matrix in text format. All we can do is 
output .csv files containing the height (Z-axis) of the 
sample for a given position (X- or Y-axis). In order to get 
the 3D matrix, we have to output the .csv files one by one 
by hand for each pixel position on the X-axis. We are 
currently in the process of gathering this data.

We are looking forward to get 3D data for the living 
form of A. antarcticus and printing it with a 3D printer!

38 optical slices were taken of 
another specimen on the same 
preparate using confocal laser 
scanning microscope (LSM). 
This specimen is seen from the 
bottom up; its stubby legs are 
clearly visible. 

On the left and middle, all 38 slices were merged into Z-projections. Un-
fortunately, we were unable to capture the data for Hoechst due to the 
lack of an adequate filter, so we present α-actinin (middle) and bright-
field (left) Z-projections. The panel on the right is an attempt to render 
the 3D structure of α-actinin. However, it is clear that we still need to 
optimize the staining conditions and LSM settings to get a convincing 3D 
model. LSM data was collected by F. Kanoh from Murata lab (UTokyo).


